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CLASS X — ENGLISH Writing Skills 1. India has been drained of its resources 

because of the deep rooted corruption which is rampant in every sphere of 

life in India. Write an e-mail to your friend telling him/her that despite India 

being a culturally rich and a resourceful country, corruption is of a large 

extent, responsible for swimming its economy and image. (150 words) 2. 

Write an article on how to Save energy and make our planet clean and 

green. Give your article an attractive heading. (150 words) 3. It is said that it 

is not a disgrace if dreams are unfulfilled, but it is, if we have no dreams to 

dream. Write an e-mail to your friend telling him/her how important it is to 

dream in order to see ourselves where we wish to be in the future. We must 

have ambitions to achieve something in life. 4. Write letter to the editor of a 

children’s magazine highlighting how CCE have helped in sapping your talent

and has enhanced your personality in different ways. 5. Write a speech on ‘ 

Discipline is my way of life’ to be delivered by you in the morning assembly 

of your school. Write it within 150 words. 6. India has emerged a hub for 

medical tourism. Write an article, highlighting why India ha achieved such 

importance in this field. Also give your own ideas how it can be further 

improved and contribute to the economic growth of the country. (150 words)

FRENCH-X 1. Soulignez les verbes donnés dans votre livre et conjuguez : i) 

au present ii) au passé composé iii) au passé récent iv) Ã  l’imparfait v) au 

futur proche vi) au futur vii) au futur antérieur viii) Ã  l’impératif 2. Chaque 

jour écrivez ce que vous avez fait pendant votre journée ! 3. Collect some 

material (articles/ documentary/ pictures…) on “ POLLUTION: INTERFACE 

BETWEEN PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT" SOCIAL STUDIES — X Do, 

any one of the following projects on “ Disaster Management “. 1. 2. 
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Generating awareness on Disaster Management Design a 10 minute skit on 

Disaster don’t of various hazards prevent in that area. Preparation of Models 

of Disaster peril structures. ï‚· Make layouts of models based on structure 

improvement in building, in a rural / urban community in waste areas prove 

to floods / cyclones are in areas prove to earthquakes / landslides. Show the 

special features of the building and indicate the early warring system that 

could be best used in that community. Pocket guide on First Aid. ï‚· Prepare a

pocket guide on First Aid . It should contain aid that needs to be given for 

fractures, poisoning, cuts and burns, heat and cold wave and other threats 

that are prevent in that area. The shared in the glide should be supported 

with adequate pictures so as to give a clear and elaborate understanding of 

the topic. Choose awareness campaign strategy for either senior citizens or 

illiterate people and prepare a brief write up. Communication facilities for 

Disaster Management . ï‚· Choose any one method of communication from 

various means of communication like radio / satellite / television / ham radio 

which are used by government departments such as the Indian 

meteorological Department to disseminate information. Find out how the 

information is disseminated by them at various levels diving disasters. 

Prepare a report. Preparation of Disaster Contingency plan. ï‚· Prepare a 

contingency plan for your school or home / community. The plan prepared 

should consist of the following maps, inventory or resources available and a 

servility calendar highlighting the seasons prove to various hazards 

prevalent in that locality / school. ï‚· A social map ï‚· A resource map. ï‚· A 

vulnerability map on the outline map of your locality. GENERAL — SCIENCE - 

X Suggested projects ( models ) / charts H. H. W. Topic :- Pollution 1. 2. 3. 4. 
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5. 6. Air pollution Water pollution Oil pollution of H20 Soil pollution 

Radioactive pollution Noise pollution 3. 4. 5. 7. 8. 9. 10. E-waste Polymers / 

plastics their management Waste management a. Bio degradable b. Non — 

biodegradable c. Bio- medical Human activities leading to pollution Classed 

fixed for making 3 — D Models X- A , B & D Classed fixed for making charts 

cartoons, slogans, collage , innovately designed charts are : X- C CLASS X — 

MATHS Draw charts on any two of the following topics: 1. History of 

Pythagoras Theorem 2. On Probability 3. Crossword Puzzles 4. Sports and 

Graphs (Cricket) 5. History of Pie 6. Maths assignment (Linear Equation) 

COMPUTER SCIENCE - X A Create a chart or Flash presentation /power point 

on the given topic Roll No. 1 13 25 to to to 12 24 36 Mind Pollution causes 

global stress Effects of pollution on Flora and Fiona Pollution is a curse 36 

onwards Cyber Pollution Note : Project to be submitted in the CD COMPUTER 

SCIENCE - X B Create a chart or Flash presentation /power point on the given

topic Roll No. 1 13 25 to to to 12 24 36 Pure mind leads to world harmony. 

Mind pollution causes global stress. Natural Disaster leads to pollution 36 

onwards Corruption Note : Project to be submitted in the CD COMPUTER 

SCIENCE - X D Create a chart or Flash presentation /power point on the given

topic Roll No. 1 13 25 to to to 12 24 36 Food Pollution Pure mind, pure land a

new life style for world harmony Economic development leads to degradation

of environment 36 onwards Industrial Waste a big curse. Note : Project to be 

submitted in the CD 
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